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Basic Chemistry,   T hird Edition gives you the problem-solving tools and techniques you&#39;ll

need to succeed in future chemistry courses and in the work force. In a clear, friendly writing style,

Timberlake continues to make chemistry relevant and engaging. Her unique Ã¢â‚¬Å“Guide to

Problem-SolvingÃ¢â‚¬Â• strategy provides a visual, step-by-step plan that helps to solve a wide

variety of problems. Sample and practice problems throughout each chapter help you practice and

master quantitative skills. Real-world applications cover modern, interesting topics in helping

connect chemical principles to events in today&#39;s world, while interviews with engineers,

doctors, veterinarians, and biochemists show the importance of chemistry in future careers.
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Karen Timberlake is professor emeritus of chemistry at Los Angeles Valley College, where she

taught chemistry for allied health and preparatory chemistry for 36 years. She received her

bachelorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s degree in chemistry from the University of Washington and her

MasterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s degree in biochemistry from the University of California at Los Angeles.  Ã‚Â 

Professor Timberlake has been writing chemistry textbooks for 30 years. During that time, her name

has become associated with the strategic use of pedagogical tools that promote student success in

chemistry and the application of chemistry to real-life situations. More than one million students

have learned chemistry using texts, laboratory manuals, and study guides written by Karen

Timberlake. In addition to Basic Chemistry, she is also the author of General, Organic, and



Biological Chemistry, Structures of Life, Second Edition and Chemistry: An Introduction to General,

Organic, and Biological Chemistry, Ninth Edition with the accompanying Study Guide with Solutions

for Selected Problems, Laboratory Manual, and Essentials Laboratory Manual.  Ã‚Â  Professor

Timberlake belongs to numerous science and educational organizations including the American

Chemical Society (ACS) and the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA). In 1987, she was

the Western Regional Winner of Excellence in College Chemistry Teaching Award given by the

Chemical Manufacturers Association. In 2004, she received the McGuffey Award in Physical

Sciences by the Textbook Author Association, awarded for textbooks whose excellence has been

demonstrated over time. In 2006, she also received the Texty Ã¢â‚¬Å“TextbookÃ¢â‚¬Â•

Excellence Award from the Textbook Authors Association for the first edition of Basic Chemistry.

She has participated in education grants for science teaching including the Los Angeles

Collaborative for Teaching Excellence (LACTE) and a Title III grant at her college. She often speaks

at conferences and educational meetings on the use of student-centered teaching methods in

chemistry to promote the learning success of students.

I'm about one third of the way through the book now. I'm a 'grown up' that's fallen in love with

learning and deeply regrets not listening to my teachers when I was a kid.Basic Chemistry is easy

going and it does what it says on the cover. I'm not sure what author thought the target audience is

but it suits me well and would also suit a 14 year old although I'm not sure they would have the

motivation to attack so many pages by themselves. Sometimes there's some details missing - for

example we're told that this or that compound is stable but we're not told what 'stable' in a means

chemical context. I guess I'll want another book that goes deeper after this one.All in all I'm happy

with the book and would recommend it for people like me: interested in learning more and

supporting their children in school.

I received the textbook within 3-5 business day after I placed the order...and the book is fantastic.

Finding answers to some excercises can be a bit challenging, but for the most part it is an excellent

book. I would definitely purchase from this seller again and I also highly endorse the textbook and

the outstanding customer service.

Excellent book to introductory chemistry

Just like new, but didn't break the bank.



The textbook gives a clear and concise understanding of chemistry and how it works and how it

functions. It is absolutely an excellent textbook to learn everything about chemistry and that's why I

give it 5 stars.

I can't open this with my Kindle for PC. No product support or customer service of any kind

mentioned from Kindle/.Very disappointed.

This is a great book, a perfect compact size and geared toward begining chem students. The book

is designed in a very non intimidating and user friendly manner with practice problems and their

solutions throughout every chapter. It prepares the student for more advanced chemistry classes

extremely well and I would recommend the book to anyone looking to do exceed in chemistry. The

book was so helpful that I referenced it throughout my general chemistry classes.

No organic chemistry portion and some chapters said to be available but only available online. I was

not able to access them online. Concepts explained quite clearly.
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